January's Sampler of the Month

"Sarah Moore" from Reflets de Soie is the beautiful sampler in this month's spotlight. I was captured by the luscious shades of
lavender/purple and the greens ~ and the motifs in this well-balanced sampler ~ and intrigued by what the French verse said. Looking
inside the chartpack, I found a verse in English. That led me to Reflets de Soie 's Web site, where I saw an explanation in French about

this sampler. Translated, it says, " T his sampler has been redesigned to offer more fresh colors and a poem in place of the verse of the
Bible."

So then I typed the sampler's French verse as best I could into the translator and this is what translated: "Sun, red, gold and silver
Radius life wire lumiere Beautiful color embroidery time A chain and a light frame and love." Obviously a bit was lost in translation. The
English Biblical verse included in the chartpack was difficult to stitch from, so I recharted it into my software, and this is what it says,
with all of the whimsical charm of an 11-year-old's language/spelling skills: "See the kind Sheperd Jesus stands With all engaging
charms Hark how he calls the tenders lambs And fold them in his arms. Sarah Moore Aged 11 Years."
So the French verse pictured on the cover photo is not what is charted. At first I thought the errors in spelling and word usage
resulted from translation, but now I believe that is the way the verse appears on Sarah's embroidered sampler. This was no small
needlework endeavor for an 11-year-old, with a stitch count of 405 x 405!
The chartpack says that the cover model was stitched on 40-count New Castle Sand (that fabric color is not available in this country in
New Castle linen~ only Light Sand. ) with Gloriana silk threads. As you can see, the linen color shown in the chartpack doesn't look at all
like the color stated. Here is a photo of my sampler thus far, stitched on 40-count Days Gone By from Zweigart.

The chartpack also lists A Ver A'soie's Soie d'Alger as well as DMC. I meant to pull the AVAS and photograph it for you. I will do that
for the next time. I didn't have all of the Gloriana silks in stock and so I did a conversion to Belle Soie as well. I had a difficult time
choosing the fabric and silk because the colors look fabulous on Lakeside 's Vintage Sand Dune as well. Here's a scan of Belle Soie on the
Vintage Sand Dune ~ as well as a clip from the chart photograph of the same section I have finished.

As our January Sampler of the Month, you may save 15% on the purchase of the chartpack ($23.50), linen ($32 - $48, depending on the
count and type of linen ordered), and the silk ($48.75 - $94.90, AVAS, Belle Soie, or Gloriana). Currently we do not have 36c Days Gone
By in stock, but it is on order. We do have Vintage Sand Dune in 40c and 36c. In 32c, because of the size of the sampler, it will require

a special cut of Lakeside .

January's Attic Addict Discounts

During January as an Attic Addict, you will save 15% on your purchase of these in-stock items:

Reflets de Soie Charts
Hand-dyed Linens from Colorscapes, Weeks, and Zweigart
Gloriana Silk Threads
Please note that as of January 1 the annual membership fee is $25. Your one-time birthday shopping spree discount remains at 25% off,
and the discounts never apply to on-hold merchandise, previously ordered merchandise, or no-discount items.

$15,040.50!!!!!!!

Congratulations to all of you who participated in our 11th Annual Silent Auction for Breast Cancer Research. Your donations totaling over
$15,000 were sent to the Breast Cancer Research Foundation in New York. And we've already received our first two donations for next
year! Way to go, Tedra! I know that Alice also has several ready. Thank you, thank you, thank you. It's a tremendous effort that goes
into the success of this event, and we couldn't do it without all of you! So give yourselves a huge pat on the back. We will keep up the
fight until they've found a cure. Better treatments are wonderful, but the goal is to find a cure!

A Look Ahead

Here are just a few of the things on our agenda for 2009:
Sunday, February 1, Super Bowl Sale, Noon - 4 p.m.
Four weeks from today we leave for the Nashville Market! This is one of my favorite events!
Saturday, February 14, Nashville Market Day! 9 a.m. doors open for Attic Addict members in good standing; 10 a.m. - 5
p.m. Shop till you drop!
Thursday, February 26 @ 11 a.m. till Sunday, March 1 @ 11 a.m., our annual Junipine Retreat. This year's registration is
full, but you may go on our waiting list if you choose.
March 1 - 21, Trunk Show featuring the new Petites Collection on silk gauze from Erica Michaels ~ You won't want to miss
seeing these in person! They are breathtakingly beautiful!
Friday - Sunday, November 6, 7 & 8, Merry Cox Workshops ~ Projects to be announced shortly. Thank you to all who have
made suggestions. Details will be published in a future newsletter, just as soon as the decisions have been made.
Saturday night, November 21, 6 - 8 p.m., 12th Annual Silent Auction for Breast Cancer Research
And here are some of the classes that we're considering ~ some have been decided upon, others are being contemplated. Please let us
know if you have a suggestion for us.

"The Celtic Sampler" ~ the Wallace section ~ from The Needle's Prayse

“ A Petit Sampling Etui” ~ a limited-edition collaboration project (limited to 2000 charts) from Cherished Stitches, Praiseworthy

Stitches, The Stitching Parlor, and With My Needle being released at Nashville. Reservations for the chart ($28) are recommended.

"Blessings Sampler" from Wild-Heart Designs ~ stitches listed are: beading, blackwork, French knots,
leaf stitch, modified Rhodes, plait stitch, reverse cushion stitch, smyrna cross stitch, satin stitch, and
straight stitch.

"Dorcas Haynes Sampler" ~ some of you may have this as an unfinished project from Darlene's workshop here at The Attic a number of
years ago. I want to finish this in my lifetime. Today Darlene's reproduction is no longer available, but this magnificent sampler has also
been reproduced by The Scarlet Letter. The stitches listed in their reproduction are cross, double running, counted satin, Queen,
detached buttonhole, double diagonal backstitch, herringbone, eyelet, Parisian, encroaching gobelin, and florentine

Stitching on Silk Gauze ~ a perennial favorite class at The Attic, and this year we will choose from among the beautiful new designs from
Erica Michaels (another new one will be here soon, and more to come in Nashville). This class will be scheduled during our Trunk Show
time in March.

"My Stitching Album" from Jeannette Douglas Designs will also begin in March. This beautiful project features a front and back
stitched cover and 8 inside sampler "pages" that each feature a specialty stitch. Each sampler also incorporates a beautiful sentiment
that all of us who love needlework can relate to. I'm recharting the words to be stitched over 1 ~ those of you who have taken classes
with me before know that I prefer words over 1 rather than backstitched, and so as a part of this class you will receive the recharted

verses to use if you choose. You can see that each sampler "page" is backed with a beautiful silk fabric and finished to include a pocket
to hold our needlework treasures. More details next time.

Coming from Just Nan

2009 Over the Top Series ~ Another Series of Four VERY Limited Edition Tins.
We put in our reservation for these many months ago, and the first one should be
here the end of next week! Nan has no more, so our initial order is all that we can
get. If you were on our reservations list last year, you will automatically be
included for this year unless you opt out If you missed this wonderful series last
year, let us know and we will add your name to the reservations list. This year's
series will be Snow, Grow, Spooky, and Glow.
And this year the tin and its special needlework accessory Inside the Tin will be
packaged together, and we will again include the linen as an option. For this first
one, "Snow, " it calls for 30c Weeks Sky linen, and for this project the linen cut
will be $6. Of course I LOVE this one with its spectacular red birds!

There's much, much more to tell you about, but it will have to wait till next time because I've been too long at this today. I guess I'm
out of practice. On behalf of The Attic staff, we wish you a New Year filled with LOTS of stitching time. As we all know, it's the
world's best therapy, and much healthier than lots of other addictions! I greatly appreciate your patronage and your allowing us into
your e-mail "In" box with these somewhat regular tomes with news about what's new in this great passion that we share.
A few images from the past several weeks, trying out my new camera:

The first picture I took trying out the macro lens with a favorite motif from "Peppermint Twist" ~ my favorite ornament on our tree this
year ~ and Tucker thinking he's really hiding!
Happy 2009!

Jean Lea
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